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Abstract
We present a body pose estimation method for user
interface and telecommunication applications, such as
avatar control and desktop operations. We designed our
method to meet the following conditions: marker-less,
real-time and robust. The estimation is done with twostep matching. First, the acquired image is compared with
the prepared CG model images. These model images are
pre-generated by using both motion capture data and a
camera parameter. When an input image is captured,
image matching is done by evaluating the similarity
between CG model images and the input images. The
joint angles are then estimated by choosing the highest
correlated image. Starting with an initial estimation result,
joint angle parameters are refined through the iterative
model-image synthesis and matching processes.
Through this two-step pipeline, we can estimate fine joint
angles very robustly in real time. We describe
experimental results that show the validity of our
approach. The matching process works at 10 frames per
second.
Key words : Motion Capture, Matching, Refinement,
Image Tracking

1. Introduction
Human body pose estimation is very necessary for
computer graphics, user interfaces, security applications
and so on. Several methods have been proposed for
obtaining human body poses through both activ e and
passive sensing methods [1]. 3-D model-based methods
extract local image features and fit a given 3-D shape
model to the features [2] [3]. 2-D appearance-based
methods register the possible 2-D appearances of the
target object and then find the best-matching one to the
input image [4]. Shimada’s method is estimating 3-D hand
posture based on 2-D appearance [5]. Yoshimoto’s
method is using multi-view-based algorithms with
multiple cameras [6]. D'Apuzzo's proposed a marker-less
method using optical flow for upper body pose
estimation with CCD cameras [7]. But this method is too
slow to use for real-time applications. Zhu has proposed

Fig. 1 Algorithm flowchart
the method to estimate the 3-D head poses by using
hybrid sensing through both depth and grayscale images
[8]. This method however can only obtain the head
poses. Our method is a passive vision method and it has
the following characteristics: 1. marker-less, 2. real-time,
and 3. robust. On the other hand, we don't need to
estimate whole-body poses and decided to focus on only
for upper body pose estimation. Using our method, in
telecommunication application such as avatar chat
system, each user can obtain the partner’s pose with the
partner’s joint angles. Therefore communication cost will
be slight.

2. Overview
The proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 1. Our
method estimates both arms ’ poses using grayscale and
depth images. The estimation is done with two-step
matching.
First, an acquired grayscale image is compared with the
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Fig.2 CG human model images
prepared CG model images. These model images are pregenerated by using both a camera parameter matrix and
various joint angles acquired from motion capture data.
Then image matching is done by evaluating the similarity
between CG model images and the input image. Joint
angles of both arms are initially estimated by choosing
the most correlated CG model image. Starting with initial
estimation result, joint angles are refined through the
iterative model-image synthesis and matching processes.
Through this two-step pipeline, we can estimate fine joint
angles very robustly in real time.

A

2.1 Camera calibration
First, the camera parameter is obtained using a
calibration box and image feature detection. The relatio- n
between world coordinate system and camera coordin-ate
system is shown by the following equation (1).
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The matrix C is called camera parameter, and this shows
the relationship between camera coordinate (Xc, Yc) and
world coordinate(X, Y, Z).

2.2 Generate model images
In advance, various poses of both arms are acquired as
a set of pose data using optical motion capture (Oxford
Metrics Vicon8) and the multi-joint CG model is
generated. The sizes of body portions (links) are acquired
from the subject. Here, the CG model has eight-degree-offreedom: shoulders (3x2 DOF), and elbows (1x2 DOF). We
set the waist position of the CG model as the origin of
world coordinate system, and CG model images of
various poses of both arms are generated (Fig. 2). Then
each arm region is extracted from all CG mo del images. In
this experiment, 4796 CG model images and 9592 each
arm’s images are generated.
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Fig. 4 Example of overlapping bounding boxes

2.3 Extract the body portions from input
images
From captured images (Fig. 3a), a face’s and both arms’
regions are extracted by simple background subtraction
and brightness threshold (Fig. 3b). Here, we suppose
users are wearing black short-sleeved shirt, and the
face’s and arms’ regions are brighter than background.
Since their regions may be divided by background
subtraction noises, each extraction region is expanded by
5 pixels (Fig. 3c), thinned (Fig. 3d), and expanded by 10
pixels again (Fig. 3e). Three rectangles shown in figure
3(e) show the bounding box of each human region. Next,
the face’s and arms ’ regions are extracted. The labeling is
done for extraction regions and the COG (Center of
Gravity) positions and the areas are calculated for each
labeled regions. Considering these positions and areas,
left and right arms and a face are determined.

2.4 Setting of values for body regions
For each arm in CG model images, the regions are
similarly thinned and expanded by 10 pixels . In the last
expanding process, the value 0 is set for background
pixels , the highest value is set for the bone part of the

human region, and gradually lower values are set when it
becomes close to the circumferential edge of background
pixels . By using this gradient assignment of value, robust
matching can be done. The image that expanded left
arm’s region of figure 3(e) is shown in figure 3(f). That
region is displayed more brightly when its value is
higher.

But if we suppose all combinations of the joint
parameter’s movement, we have to evaluate too many
differential images. So we suppose the movement of

2.5 Matching
Image matching is done by evaluating the similarity
between CG model images and the input image. This is
calculated using the following equation:
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where p(x, y): input image, m(x, y): CG model image. This
equation means that the evaluation value decreases
when the overlapping area between the input image and
the CG model image is larger. Each evaluation value for all
CG model images is obtained and the joint angles are
estimated by choosing the CG model image that shows
the
smallest
evaluation
value.
To decrease the computational cost, the equation is
applied to the particular CG model images satisfying the
following conditions:
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where A (B): a bounding box of the compared arm, SA
(SB): the area of the bounding box, SAandB: the overlapping
area of bounding boxes A, B (Fig. 4). If each equation
value is under appropriate threshold, the equation (2) is
applied.
dx =

2.6 Refinement
Only the first image matching, joint angles that do not
exist in motion capture data can’t be estimated. So
starting with this preliminary estimation result, joint
angles are refined through the iterative model-image
synthesis and matching processes. The outline of
processing is shown in figure 5. Similar idea is seen in
Moritani’s method which intends the motion tracking of
rigid object [9]. In our method, each joint parameter is
slightly changed and differential images are generated.

Fig. 6 Experimental environment

only one joint parameter for one refinement process.
When we estimate a joint parameter, 8 differential images
are generated in consideration of quaternion parameter
combination. Those images are also compared with input
image by the equation (2) and the joint angle is modified
by choosing the most correlated differential image.
Similarly, same processing is done for the shoulders’ and
elbows’ joints. Totally, 32 differential images are
generated to update all joint angles. This processing is
repeated 5 times at a maximum for an input image until all
joint angles converge.

3. The Experimental result
The experimental environment is shown in Figure 6.
Here, we use a PC (windows2000, CPU: 2.0GHz(Pentium4), RAM: 512MB) and Komatsu high speed stereo
vision (FZ930). The experimental result is shown in
Figure 7. Left images are input images and right images
are output images. Without refinement process, our
system works in 10 frames per second. With refinement
process, it works in 2 frames per second. But refinement
process gives more accurate estimation. Through the
experiment, we can confirm this method works robustly in
real time. But, we also found some failure cases such as
figure 8, 9 where (a): input image, (b): ext raction image,
(c): output image. This method is weak for background
subtraction noises and overlaps of the human regions.
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Fig. 9 Failure 2
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed the pose estimation
method of human upper body by using the multi-joint
model and stereo video image. The proposed method can
robustly recover human upper body motion in real time
by using motion capture based CG simulation. Using pregenerated CG model images, we can reduce the
computational cost. At the moment, our implementation
is not using depth images. As for future work, we would
like to take into consideration the waist or the head.
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